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Two bestselling authors join forces in this pair of new stories of hot men, fast motorcycles, and the

women who ride both.   They ride into town straddling 73 cubic inches of throbbing horsepower, and

hook up with the kind of women made for high speed handling...  #1 New York Times bestselling

author Lora Leigh revisits her sultry Southern landscape with a story of a good girl gone bad. But

she's not the only one going down that road...  Jaci Burton, the national bestselling author of Riding

Wild and Riding Temptation, lets loose in a story of a hot biker hired to keep an eye on the reckless

daughter of a Nevada senator. She's hooked up with a rival biker gang--a dangerous move that

makes the wild beauty more vulnerable than she imagined...
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Great fast read. I am a huge Jaci Burton fan. I never hear of Lora Leigh. Now I check her out and

gosh she has written a ton of other books. So I bought them. Leigh's story continues her Nauti

series, which doesn't have to be read in order. They are a series, but stand alone.This is about John

Calvin Walker Jr. is a member of an affluent Boston family. Aside from that he is a successful lawyer



in his father's law firm. John gets engaged to Marlena. Turns out they were not meant too be -

spoiler - she is the daughter of a rumored mob family. They sizzled out about 6 months after the

engagement. We find out John's best friend Gerard is the reason. The girl who comes into the plat

is sierra, and she is hot, but God daughter to John Sr. Marlena's betrayal is revealed by Sierra

LucasThe **** hits the fan and John gets drunk. Sierra shows up feeling guilty. why would John be

mad at her? She is confused, but she had to tell him. BIG things happen between them and Sierra

leaves.Fast forward a year ... John has moved to Kentucky, and made his home. Then he gets a

call from his father about Sierra. She is in the hospital recovering after an attempted rape. asking for

John. John Walker Sr. is convinced rape and attack was premeditated. So John Sr tells Jr where to

get Sierra. John was disgusted and wanted his father to get to the assailant and get that evil person

taken care of.So much drama and suspense. These two are amazing together and the story is fluffy

in spots and dramatic in others. So yeah it was great

Ok. First let me say that I was a little uncomfortable with the first Nauti Boy book I read. I just kept

looking at the cover to make sure who the Author was. Once I told myself to just relax and give the

book a try, got past my own "uptight attitude" (which believe me, I never ever would be described as

that by anyone who knows me). So once I let myself just roll with the story line and tried to see how

things could be that way, I understood it a lot better and even got fairly comfortable with the story. At

that point, I was totally hooked on the Nauti Boys. Make sure tho' that you also get the book that is

about Sheriff Zeke Mayes and the chick who owns the "biker bar" (lol right...) and she goes by her

middle name of Rogue Walker. Oh boy, what a treat. You will laugh and squirm at how hot and

heavy things can get. Whew - I went looking for the hubby when I finished one of these books!

Love anything Lora Leigh writes

Another nauti book! I enjoyed the first story the most, the lori leigh chracteristics are there. No

threesomes in this one, an ex fiance wanting blood and after the one who exposed her cheating

ass. Second story had a foursome but not of the main couple. It was a ok story about a biker gang

smuggling drugs. The main girl went in after her friend and our main guy got sent in because hes to

protect the main girl. simple story line.

there are ...I think....four other books in this series,,,all are worth the read and this one is no

exception....Lora and Jaci are good together and this series is a hot one



The two novella anthology Nauti and Wild by Lora Leigh and Jaci Burton is one of the best

anothologies I have read in a long time. Both stories are good and solid additions to their respective

series.Nauti Kisses by Lora Leigh goes into the story of Rogue's brother John and Sierra, the

woman who has loved him in secret for years and for whom he had an unspoken attraction to. The

pair sizzle on the page, their chemistry more than palpable. The novella focuses on their love story

but also has appearances by the rest of the cast of the Nauti Boys series which was a definite plus.

Riding the Edge by Jaci Burton gives us the story of Wild Rider Rick and senator's daughter Ava

who he is charged to keep an eye on. Rick, as the rest of the alpha males in the Wild Riders series,

has had a rough past and does not believe he deserves or is able to have a loving relationship. Both

characters have no idea how to properly deal with the feelings growing between them. All this

happens with the usual biker suspense story backdrop and steamy scenes Ms. Burton is known

for.Both of these stories are steamy, character driven novellas with suspenseful plots. They are

erotic but not overly done to the point where the connection between the characters is neglected.

While the plots are interesting, they are somewhat predictable most likely a result of the novel

length. The characters are what really drive both novellas. They jump off the page and seem entirely

real to the readers. It's easy to get caught up on the emotional rollercoasters the characters are

going through. Both of these novellas could have easily been developed into outstanding full length

books. The shorter length of the stories affected the depth of the plot and characters, which was a

little dissapointing. Still both stories were good and very entertaining. I highly recommend this

anthology to readers who enjoy steamy romantic suspense.

Wow...I LOVE THE NAUTI BOYS series!!! SEXY as SIN!!!

I saw that Lora Leigh had a story in this. Had to finish and see which Nauti this one was about, now

I have to go back and see where I remember the hero/heroine from, but I will buy anything written

by Lora Leigh, I love her Nauti series, and am a huge fan of her breed series
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